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• MOTIVATION
(PREVIOUSSTUDIES: NI-_, NI-V_, Cu-TA)
• SUBSTITUTENI WITH ZR TO AVOID INTERFACIAL
PENETRATIONOF NI INTO SI SUBSTRATEAT LOb
TEHPERATURES(_ 400°C)
NOTE:
|) NI REACTSWITH SI AT _ 200"C
If) NI IS THE MOVINGSPECIES IN NI+S] REACTION
Ill) ZR REACTSWITH SI AT ° 700"C


















RF SPUTTER DEPOSIT W-ZP FILMS FROMA W TARGET
COVEREDNITN ZR 3TR|PES IN 10MTORR AR
(BASE PRESURRE< 1E-6 TORR)
2 COMPOSITIONS: WToZRs0
W.oZ%
OEPOSIT|ON RATE: _ 400 k / MIN
tL DEPOSITION HITHOUT BREAKING VACUUH _].2U A / HIN
ANNEALING JN VACUUH: PRESSUdE = 5E-7 TORR
ANALYSIS:
._S ( ATOMIC DEPTH PROFILES )
SEM, E_AX ( SURFACE MORPHOLOGIES)
X-RAY ( PHASE IDENTIFICATION )
-_ N+ P Shallow Junctions
JUNCTION DEPTH : 0._ U_l
/,x JUNCT*ONAReA: 50CX 500j_2
CONTACTAR_A: _00X 300U_2
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" Behavior of W-Zr Diffusion Barrier
/
1) INTERDIFFUSION IN [ $I ]/ W-ZR / AL SETS IN
AT _ 500"C DESPITE TC IS AS HIGH AS 900"C
( AL t 500"C
AL+ZR400%)
_' 2) REACTION IETWEEN AL AND _R-W IS LATERALLY
NONUNIFORM---PITS FORMATION
=/
.e W-ZR CANNOT|;E USED AS SACRIFICIAL BARRIER
.._.... ee W-ZR EFFECTIVE _ELOW 500*C
_.- ' 405












OVERLAYERAND SI UP TO.
- 550% - 30 MIN. FOR AL
- 800"C - 3(]MIN. FOR Au
- 700% - 30 MIN. FOR A6












- ANNEALED IN FORMINGGAS AT 400"C,600% FOR 10 MIN,
- I-V MEASURF.DUNDER _0 ILLUMINATIONAT R,T,
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AL"_ _550"C/30'- EFFECTIVEBARRIERBETWEEN6 ANnSIuf: T0 70 6/ '
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600%/10'
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